Apparition of an Angel in FÁTIMA

PORTUGAL, 1916

In her last-known account, according to her, she was written in the biography of Our Lady of Fatima, which was written by her confessor, Father Lucia de Jesus. It seems to me that the first appearance of the Angel in our graces of the Civil dates back to the spring of 1916. We had been told that the Angel spoke to her and to three other children. She told us that he appeared to her on several occasions, and that he was a beautiful angel of peace. She described the Angel as being dressed in white, and he held a gold sword in his hand. She also told us that the Angel spoke to her in a language that she did not understand, and that he had told her to keep the secret of what he had said.

The second apparition of the Angel occurred on October 31st, 1916. This time, the Angel appeared to all four children simultaneously. He spoke to them in a language that they did not understand, and he told them to keep the secret of what he had said.

The third apparition occurred on November 13th, 1916. This time, the Angel appeared to all four children simultaneously. He spoke to them in a language that they did not understand, and he told them to keep the secret of what he had said.

In all three apparitions, the Angel told the children to pray the Rosary and to脒nent the name of Jesus. He also told them to pray the hail Mary and to keep the secret of what he had said.
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